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Mind reading (high level) 

Keywords: cooperative game, logical game, mental calculation, concentration game 

Duration: 12 minutes 

Short description 

 

This is not an easy game that tests mainly the cooperative skills of the participants but also their logical 

and mental calculation abilities.  

 

Objectives 

 

• Development of cooperative skills 

• Development of logical skills  

• Development of concentration and attention skills 

• Development of mental calculation skills 

 

Activity (Stages) 

 

Game explanation and preparation (1 minute) 

Core activities (8 minutes)  

 Instructions: 

1. The class is divided into pairs. Each pair has a “Player A” and a “Player B”  

2. The player A chooses the “starting number” without telling player B and writes it on a piece of 

paper. The player B does the same with the “finish number”.  

3. Then, both the players reveal the numbers with which they’ll play. Their goal is to reach the 

“finish number” starting from the “starting number”. For example, they have to reach the 

number 20 starting from the number 2.  

4. The Player A calls out the number 2. 

5. The Player B chooses a mathematical operation (addition, subtraction, multiplication, division), 

without telling the Player A. The operation can include only one-digit. For example, x 4 

6. The Player B calls out the result of his operation. In this case, the number 8 

7. The Player A has to recognise the operation done and do it again. In this case: 8 x 4 = 32.  

8. Then, the Player A calls out the number 32, the results of his operation.  



 

9. The Player B chooses another mathematical operation, starting back from the step 3. For 

example, - 9 

10. The game continues until the player arrives to number 20. 

This exercise could be repeated as many times as wanted, reversing the players.   

Feedback / Discussion (3 minutes) 

Tips for trainers  

 

Before proposing this game, the trainer could propose the game “Mind reading (easy level)”.  

The main objective of this game is the development of the cooperative skills. So, the trainer should 

point out that it isn’t important to reach the number but to learn to think together. 

Different operations could report the same result (for example 3+3 = 6 and 3x2 = 6), let the player 

handle the situation on their own and then reopen the debate during the “feedback / discussion time”. 

The trainer can chooses the starting and finish number to make more difficult the exercise or to make 

it easier, as it deems appropriate.   

 

List of resources, materials etc.  

 

Papers and pen 

 

Evaluation/Feedback 

 

Did you enjoy the game? Why? 

Is this a difficult game? Why? 

What was the most difficult role of the game: the Player A or the Player B?  

How did you decide to handle the situation in which could be applied different mathematical 

operators? 

 


